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How many of us have seen Baby nurseries dedicated to Noah and his ark? How many                
times have we been taught that Noah was a great guy? Have you ever stopped to think                 
about the story as we find it in the Torah? Without the commentaries that intend to                
redeem this man, as written, his narrative is horribly challenging. 

The text tells us that Noah was a righteous man IN HIS GENERATION. He was the best                 
that his generation had to offer; a generation that was so evil that it warranted drowning                
with 40 days of torrential rains and the resulting flooding. He may have tried to be good                 
in a horrible situation. I can give him that. 

Where I struggle, though, is his failure to advocate for anyone other than himself. The               
people were all (presumably even children) behaving so badly that a loving and             
benevolent God lost hope in humanity. Where does Noah argue on their behalf – or on                
behalf of the animals that will die or nature that will experience destruction? 

We do not know if Noah had grandchildren at the time of the flood or not, but no one                   
asked about them or their well-being in any event. Noah’s grandfather is Methuselah –              
the oldest man in the Bible. He never even asks if grandpa can get in the ark. The                  
oldest man in the Bible dies in the flood without a word from his grandson. Did Noah ask                  
about the other people? The rabbis create redeeming stories that say he did, but the               
Torah does not say so. Nor does he offer any words for the innocent animals that he left                  
behind. He builds the ark over a span of 100 years and protects only those God                
instructs him to protect – in silence. 
  
Our tradition does not speak of Noah amongst the righteous ancestors. We revere             
Avraham Avinu – Abraham, our patriarch. We honor Moshe Rabbaenu – Moses, our             
teacher. We acknowledge that all of humanity stems through the Noah story, but we              
never speak of him as a great ancestor. Abraham argued with God on behalf of the                
people in Sodom and Gomorrah. Moses took God to task atop Mt. Sinai, shaming God               
for wanting to kill all the people again. He does this throughout the wilderness journey.               
We cherish individual thought. We admire people who stand up to do what is right to                
care for others. 

While that is a whole other conversation, one has to point out the impact on nature and                 
the animal kingdom. Imagine being the third salamander in line to get on the ark. As you                 
approach, Noah says, “I have my quota of salamanders. You are going to drown. Bye.”               
The ark door closes, and the innocent animal kingdom dies on account of our failing. 



We can never believe that our behavior doesn’t matter. We must always behave in              
ways that care for everyone (everything) because anything we do impacts everyone.            
There is no such thing as “This is only about me.” 

What we do and what we say matters. We need to care for each other, especially for                 
those who cannot speak for themselves. Our children, the animal world, and all of              
nature needs our attention and our intention. “God led him around the Garden of Eden,               
showing him all the beautiful flowers and trees. Then God told him: “See how beautiful               
everything is that I have created. It has all been made for you. Remember this, and do                 
not corrupt or destroy My world. For, if you do, there will be no one left to save it.”                   
(Ecclesiastes Rabbah 7:13). 

 


